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Be it known that I, GEORGE B. ÑVADS 
WORTH, a citizen of the United States, and 
a resident of the city of Covin t0n, in the 
county of Kenton and State o Kentucky, 
have invented certain new and useful Im 
provements in Safety Boxes for Electric In 
stallation, of which the following is a full“, 
clear, and exact description, reference being 
had to- the accompanying drawing, forming 
part of this specification. 
My invention relates to switch boxes into 

which are led the outside mains of source 
of supply of electricity, in connection with 
which fuses are provided adapted to burn 
out if too heavy a current is accidentally 

' sent through the mains. 
The object of my invention is to provide 

a safety box for fuses and cut-out switches, 
whereby access to the fuses is prevented un 

It is also the 
object to provide in such a box for means 
for exposing. the fuse connection for replace 
ment of the fuse without access to the switch 
or other terminals, whereby it shall be im 
possible without permanently injuring or 
destroying the box to insert electrical con 
nections to pass the current around the elec 
tric meter and thus to- use current without 
any registration on the meter. Thus it is 
my object to prevent “stealing” of current 
by the consumer of electricity while at the 
same time giving him full access to the fuses 
for changing or removing them. I also`de 
sire to provide for means for locking the 
switch in such boxes in open position to 
prevent all use of current. ' 

Safety boxes in which the cut-out switch 
is arranged to prevent access'to the fuse 
without opening the switch have been de 
vised, but in such devices there has hereto 
fore been no provision made to allow for 
access to the fuses without also exposing the 
vterminals of the switch. The result of use 

n of such boxes is that whenever it is desired 
to change the fuses, the box must be opened 
from headquarters, which' is a great annoy 
ance. 

It is an exception to the rule that fuses 
must be set into the service lines or mains 
before the local switch, where the switch is 

p encased in a closed~ compartment independ 

ent of the fuses. ' This is because there is no 
chance of any object falling across the ter 
mlnals o_f the switch and causing a burning. 
Thus 1t 1_s my object to set the switch into the 
servlceline _ahead of the fuses and enclose 
the s_witch 1n a separated casing, thereby 
allowlng the fuses, when they are accessible, 
to be disconnected from the service line, by 
the opening of the switch. 
These various objects I accomplish by that 

certain construction and arrangement of 
parts to be 'hereinafter more specifically 
pointed out and claimed. 

- In the drawin , v 

F lgure 1 is a fgront elevation of the safety 
box, broken away so as to reveal one of the 
fuses.  ' 

Figure 2 is a like view 
lid removed. 
Figure 3 is a cross section of the box taken 

on the line 3, 3, of Figure 1. 
Figure 4 is a longitudinal section there 

of, taken on the line 4, 4, of Figure 1. 
Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view of the 

wiring of the device. 
The box, which will be considered as 

mounted on a wall, has the back 1, the sides 
2, 2, and the base 3. The box is of stout 
metal, and is provided with lugs 4, 4, on 

of the box with the 

which is seated the plate >5 of insulatin ma 
terial, forming with the back of the >ox a ~ 
tight and complete compartment for the 
switch 6. The switch is mounted on the one l 
.side of the box on a suitable base 7, and 
has the switch closer or knife 8, which is 
secured tightly to a revoluble post 8a that 
extends out through the compartment .and 
outside of the box. 
The box has a lid 9 likewise of metal, and 

extending u from the lugs 4, 4, are screws 
10, 10,'whicli1J pass throu h the compartment 
forming plate 5. On t ese screws are set 
sleeves or other spacer members 10a, and the 
screws extend up through the lid of the box. 
The lid is sealed down in any acceptable 
manner, and holds down >the compartment 
plate by means of the spacer sleeves. 

Strips 11, 11 are mounted on the under 
side of the lid, and are beveled to form a 
dovetailed guideway for a shutter. This 
shutter 12 has two openings 12a in it, which 
are adapted to register with openings 13, 
13, in the lid. Thus when the shutter is in 
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.one-positionjthe openings in the lid will be 
closed, and said openings will be opened by 
sliding the shutter to another position. 
The device shown is-for a two-wire serv 

ice, but, of course, the modilication of the 
device to accommodate three, or four wires, 
or more, would _not involve a departure 
from the invention therein. f ' , » 

Mounted on the compartment plate 5, one 
beneath each opening in the lid, are the fuses 

’ 14, 14, mounted in clips 15. Each fuse has 
a compartment formed around it by means 
ofvcross walls 16 and 17, whereby should a 
fuse-be lifted out of its socket and dropped 
by accident, it willnot roll to an inaccessible 
position. The lid, it will be remembered, is 
to be sealed in place, and fuses might be lost 
in the above manner. ' _ _ 

' The revoluble post [which carries the 
switch knife .or closer, has mounted fixedly 
on it, in the space above the switch compart 
ment andbeneath the lid of the box, an arm 
18 which has a slotted'end 19. On the base 
of the sliding shutter is a roller or knob 20 
which engages in the slot of the end 19, so 
that when the post is revolved to` close or 
open-the switch, the Shutter is moved at the 
same time. » _ _ ’ 

On the outside of the box, there’is mount 
ed on the post a handle 21 by which the post 
is revolved, and this lfîandle has an indicator 
arrow 22 thereon.. The words “Off” and» 
‘fOn”-are printed on the lid, to indicate to 

‘ the operator that when the' handle is in 'one 
position the switch is open, and 
that it is closed. -s . ' 

'W hen the switch-'is open, the parts are ar 
ranged so that the shutter is open. How 
ever, the access to the fuses through. the lid 
openings does not expose the switch points in 
any way, so that current can be stolen. Not 
only this, but the wiring is such that the 
fuses are dead when the switch is open. 
As shown in the diagram,the service wires 

a, a, pass _first to the switch, thence they 
pass to the fuses at b, b, and’from the fuses 
the current passes by the wires c, c, to the 
meter d. The object being to prevent the 
shunting of current around the meter, it is 
evident that with proper conduits from the 
service Wires to the box, and from the fuses 

in another 

. in the box to the meter, there will be no op 
portunity-for the fraudulent user to shunt 
out the meter. ' _ v i ' _ 

In the above safety box there` is >easy ac 
cessibility to the fuses, however, andthe 
only possible way of >stealing current, i. e. 
shunting out the meter, would be to break 

’  the box, or get Wires from the fuses out 
through the Shutter. vTo prevent the latter 

of stealing, the closed spaces of theI 
shutter must be so proportioned that they 
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will close up the fuse openings in the lid be 
fore the switch points make even a partial 
contact. Not only this,'but the shutter must 
be mounted so close to thelid that itïwill not 
shut and permit the switch to close overany 
wire which would be practical for use with 
usual service currents. ’ 
For locking the switch open, thereby pre 

venting use of current, the handle 21 is pro 
`vided with a slot or eye 23, which registers 
with the slot 24 in a lug 25 on the box, when 
the switch is open. Thus a padlock may be 
used to lock open the switch, which same 
padlock or other locking means 
sealed'in the usual manner. - 

It seems clear that any electric installa 
tion, such as to a motor, a heater or the like, 
wouldbe an advantageous use'for my inven 
tion, as use withl a meter to prevent stealing 
current is but one use. .As a safety device 
for cutting off current from fuses t0 prevent 
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the accidental shock to an operator in remov- '  
ing fuses for replacement it is very valuable. 

- I do not wish to be limited in my claims 
that follow to any specific means of assem 
bling the _various elements. of my new safety 
box, because of a failure to mention equiva 
lent structures in the above specification. On 
the contrary, I wish it understood that the 
above drawing and specification are descrip 
tive of merely the preferred embodiment of 
my invention.  v 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim> as new Aand desire to_ secure by Let 
ters Patent, is: ’ ’ 

1. In a switch 
partments, a switch in one, a fuse in the 
other, a lid for the box, a hole -in-the lid 

l' giving access to the fuse chamber, an exter 
nally operated shaft in the box having means 
thereon foroperating the switch, a shutterl 
moving in the same plane as the lid and on 
~the under side thereof to control the blocking 
and unblocking- of said h01e,'and means on 
the shutter cooperating with the shaft as dis 
ting’uished from the switch, whereby the 
shaft will enforce closure of'it when the 
switch is closed.  . _ ' 

2. In a switch box, mutually inaccessible 
switch and fuse compartments, a Switch and 
a'fuse in its respective compartment, a ro 
tatable operating member for the switch, 
said box having an opening for access to the 
fuse compartment, a shutter moving in the 
plane of the box about said hole, located on 
the inside ofthe box and adapted to block 
and unblock-’fs'aid hole, said shutter being 
free of direct connection to the switch, and 
meansV on the operating member and the 

box, _ two> separated com- ' 
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shutter to enforce a closed position of the ' 
shutter in _all closed positions of the switch. 

GEORGE B. WADSWORTH. 


